DESIRE’S COURAGE TO THINK WITH THE BIG HEAD NOT THE LITTLE (DICK) HEAD

The courage...

*to be yourself*

The courage...

*to fight convention*

The courage...

*to fight against false beliefs*

The Athenian Lawmaker Solon decreed that is should be a law against anyone shrinking from controversy.

In America most have shrunken away and are fearful of controversy. They fear the law, the rich, and humiliation. They are told lies by the government and the puppet media, misled by their educators, and manipulated by the Ultra Rich.

It takes massive courage to oppose and explore controversy and exercise freedom of thought and speech.

Solon would be saddened at today’s America. It is time for a change and time for COURAGE.
Since my life as a man (Licensed Health Care Clinician) in America, I have now left America to find freedom, and I am no longer a man. For I choose now to live my life as a woman.

**A Big Head Choice.**

Seven to ten percent of the human population is born left handed. The choice of handedness takes place in the brain, not the hand. All People have both hands, but tend to choose one more frequently. This is called the preference or dominance of hand choice. The choice of handedness takes place in the brain not the hand.

A long time ago people killed left handed people. Not now, for we now know that these people are just different, and even though the bible has many references against the left handed, it is possibly colloquial. We have learned not to fear someone who is different at least not different in handedness.

Seven to ten percent of the human population is born with cross gender feelings or cross sexual preference. The choice of sexual preference takes place in the brain (the big head), not the penis (the little head). All People have both sexual feelings, but tend to choose one more frequently. This is called the preference or dominance of gender choice. There are differences of the female brain and the male brain. Some men are born with a more female brain. Some females are born with a more male brain. It just happens. It is a scientific fact.

Our society today more than ever needs to think with the big head. If you look at marketing and the media we see too much emphasis on the little head. And we all know that the consequences of thinking with the little head seldom turn out well. In the animal world the phenotype differences of hand preference and sexual preference happen in a much smaller percentage, as to be negligible.

Spain is the first country in the world today to allow the true choice of sexuality to be made by the big head. If a man over 21 decides he is a women with his big head, if he can live as a women for over 2 years, he can become a women. She can change her passport from male to female. She can change her driver’s license and all documents and live as a women. There is no need for surgery. The decision is for the big head. The little head can stay. Nobody sees it anyway. America allowed this in 2010 for passports, as the world grows beyond bigotry.

This applies for a woman who feels as a man as well. The choice of sexuality is a **BIG HEAD** decision and possession of a little head is of no import. As the bible says “as a man
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thinketh in his heart, So is he”. Ancient Greece and Rome and many cultures allowed the choice of gender to be made from the big head. This recognizes a simple truth of biology, some people are born with both sexes. Hermaphrodites and other variances happen.

It is a fact that 7 to 10% of the people are born with cross gender brains. But only two percent of the population expresses this. That means that 5 to 8% suppress or repress feelings.

In places such as Russia, Iran, Turkey, and other repressed societies, the percent of those expressing their emotionality is even much less. This is because of the social stigma of non-acceptance. Those born with a more emotional and female brain must hold back, repress and suppress their true nature and push their feeling down. They fear humiliation.

Thousands of years ago there was limited law and civilization. Men had to be strong of arms. They must protect the women. Women were seen as weak. You cry like a little girl we would say to a young sensitive boy to try to humiliate him into more manly being. All people fear humiliation. And those with a repressed suppressed inner secret fear it even more.

The implication was that being a women or even woman like was wrong or offensive. A man must not show his feelings. It is weak. It is like a women, immoral in some stupid way. Civilization and law have progressed to protect people. The world has changed.

With about half of the population of six billion people being men. Of the Three billion men there are then over 150 million men who are suppressing their sexual variance. Probably equal numbers of females, but females tend to be less violently expressive.
These frustrated, suppressed, and repressed latent homosexuals will be most angry, when they see a homosexual they will be incensed. They will be afraid, meaning they will be Phobic, Homophobic. This makes for overreaction. In some this produces drastic over reaction, Even violence. Only a suppressed repressed latent homosexual would resort to extreme retort.

The only thing that makes you over react to something is a hidden fault in yourself. The greater the reaction the greater the hidden fear of unleashing your own feelings. Most people are not over annoyed by homosexuals. Most people feel that what consenting adults do is their business. But the emotionally suppressed latent homosexual is driven to anger. Shakespeare said “The lady doth protest to much”. Meaning that an overreaction is the best tip off of a hidden or covered up truth. When people have an irrational fear such as homophobia, the illogical fear drives extra anger. They become secretly and often unconsciously angry at themselves. This inward directed anger builds up till it burst out as excessive homophobia.

The people of the world now know that over reactivity of homophobia is a sign of hidden latent homosexual feelings. After this statement becomes common knowledge people and your friends will be better able to see through your charade. This wisdom will allow people to detect latent homosexuals. Information that might extend to helping them resolve their anger. Any extreme or violent homophobia can only come from a repressed suppressed mind.

Male chauvinistic stupidity and pigheadedness makes homophobic hardheadedness intractable. Homophobia is an irrational fear. What are you afraid of? An irrational fear is a disease and as such needs to be treated before the mentally sick homophobe hurts someone.

To address this I have made two movies What are you afraid of I and II to tell the story in detail. The main TV of Hungary TV1 came and interviewed me about the issue of Homophobia. They are given monies from the EC just for such TV programing the show was called “The Provocateur”. The host loved my interview but someone in the TV office lost the tapes. The host came back six months later and re-filmed the interview but the TV station once again lost the tapes. You see there are repressed latent homosexuals in the front office of all media companies and they do not want to be exposed. They do not want anyone to know that the person who laughs loudest at homosexual jokes or is out raged at homosexuals is possibly covering up or hiding a deep repressed feeling or secret.
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The list of examples is too long for me to now tell all. But leave it to say I find difficulty in expressing this information on the cause of homophobia. If the news was out that the sign of a latent homosexual is over reaction to homosexuals, then homophobia would be over.

I was the queen of the Sydney, Australia Gay parade in 2007. I am a leading gay person performer in the Hungarian press often. I run the largest gay night club in Hungary. I was the hostess of Mr. Gay Hungary and Mr. Gay Europe in 2007, 2008. During the Mr. Gay Europe competition there was excessive threats of violence. There was blood in the streets against gays. The leading homophobic wrote an e-mail to over five thousand to come and throw eggs at Desire’ Dubounet. I was singing just 13 meters from a public bridge. I put up a large sign saying that only a latent homosexual would throw an egg. There were witnesses seeing people read the sign and drop their eggs and tomatoes. No one threw anything. The sign worked, just as the message would work if the media would tell it. Not one non-gay press covered the sign story. There seems to be some cover up.

I am simply asking for some help in telling this story to the media. If the gay community would just provide some informal modest support for the story and My movies we could decrease homophobia. These times deserve clarity and Intellect to neutralize the wild ranting of a few repressed violent homophobics.

It is time for us to elevate the mind of our people and to think with the big head not the little head. The choice of sexuality and sexual preference is a big head decision for consenting adults. Over reaction is a sign of a latent homosexual.

Click pics above to see the Movies to Change the World
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There are over 190 countries in the World today. In 90 countries, almost half, some form of homosexuality is illegal. In 10 countries, less than a tenth, homosexuality is completely free and equal. In only one country is gender and sexual identity a true free choice of the big head not the little head. There are vast numbers of homosexuals living in fear, intimidation, humiliation, repressed, ridiculed, and often times facing death threats or even death. There is blood in the streets from latent homosexual violence against people that touch repressed feelings in them. Phobia is a fear. The homophobic does not really fear the homosexual across the street, he fears the latent homosexual deep inside himself. There is much work to be done. To assume that all is well is to ignore the truth, the highest form of IGNORANCE. Nonetheless this ignorance can be easily dealt through simple discussion. Simple exposure and education of the true reason for violent homophobia will do this. Movies such as this one can do this.

Most of the world sees homosexuality as a disease or a crime not just a simple variance of biology. The media of news and movies, music etc have stereotyped the homosexuals as laughable, effeminate, sissies unable to defend themselves physically emotionally or intellectually. Hollywood mostly displays homosexuals as pathetic comies. Hollywood and the news media perpetuate the inaccurate stereotypes and refuse to cover issues of freedom of choice. The Pope recently said that curing and ending homosexuality is more important than saving the rainforest. Attempts at the UN to decriminalize homosexuality are unsupported by Russia, China, and even America. The world is mostly unaware of the truths discussed in this movie, and the world’s media violently refuse to allow Desire to discuss such freedom. Homophobia in Hollywood and the world media fear exposure. They enjoy and eternalize the farcical pitiful pathetic comical stereotype.

Most gays are more concerned with drugs, abs, partying and sexual opportunity than helping the world to broaden its global mind. Self obsessed and somewhat satisfied with their own little world the homosexual population languishes and struggles to have real impact on the masses attitudes. The homosexual debate needs clarity, needs explanation, needs a champion, needs Desire. But regrettably, Even the homosexual population refuses to support Desire. So efforts to get this story told are at present futile. Perhaps all of this will change and people can learn to let their BIG HEAD and be free to choose their identity in every fashion. Perhaps even YOU might be prompted to care, to share, to dare, to tell others of this movie. Perhaps YOU might even be prompted to THINK.
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Desire proved to the World that the Choice of Sexual Identity is a Choice for the Big Head NOT the Little Head

Too Many Americans think with their dicks to begin with

I wonder if men didn't think with their dick how the world would be today. Uhmmm

The World Would be a Better Place if We Thought with the Big Head more and the Little Head Less.

In a World of Dick-Heads the Work of Someone Thinking with the Big Head is very refreshing
Why do our Children have such Problems with Self-Acceptance, Bigotry, Attention Span, Anger, Hate, and Forgiveness???

Because they think with their dick and not their brains

Desire’ won the Dancing Queen Award (Csardaskiralyno) Award at the same sex dancing world championship Budapest, and she has done much to help
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Desire’ was: 2006 Hostess of the Mr. Gay Hungary 2007
Hostess of the Mr. Gay Europe 2007
Hostess of the Mr. Gay Hungary 2008
Hostess of the Mr. Gay Europe 2008
2010-11 European Tolerance Award Winner

“People may hate you for being different and not living by society’s standards, but deep down, they wish they had the courage to do the same.”

~ Author Unknown

'Great spirits have always encountered opposition from mediocre minds. The mediocre mind is incapable of understanding the man who refuses to bow blindly to conventional prejudices and chooses instead to express his opinions courageously and honestly.'

- Albert Einstein
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“It takes courage to let your Big Head Choose your identity.”

- E.E. Cummings
Retired Navy SEAL Kristin Beck published a memoir titled *Warrior Princess* on Tuesday describing her 20-year military career and her experience coming out as transgender.

Beck was a member of SEAL Team 6, famous for carrying out the mission that killed Osama bin Laden, although she retired from the military shortly before the team was sent to Abbottabad, Pakistan in 2011. Previously, Beck went by the name Chris and decided to undergo hormonal therapy after leaving the service.
Homophobia is a sickness, while Homosexuality is viable and acceptable way of life. This is a true story and a historic movie that encourages the debate about homosexuality.

If you’re homophobic, What are you afraid of?

I open up this movie with a true story. As a psychiatrist I was asked one time to help council 6 homophobic men who were put into jail because they had hurt innocent gay people in bars without any provocation. It opens with: “Gentleman, we are in Europe now, and homosexuality here is a normal, accepted way of life. Homophobia is an irrational thought-program. A sickness, a disease. I am here to keep you locked up until I know that you are not going to hurt anybody. But to achieve that, we have to talk. We have to debate. You can start by telling me if your homophobic “What are you afraid of?”

The sign of latent homosexuality is over reaction to seeing homosexuals.
Stand up comedy of Desire’ Delicious Dubounet. Proving the point that the sign of a latent Homosexual is an over reaction to seeing gays. The medics will not cover this story for it would blow the cover of the latent homosexual working for CNN SKY, NBC, CBS etc. Desire put’s them in their place.

Change the world productions

Desire Dubounet presents

What are you afraid of?
The Angel has come to lead us out of the Dark Ages, of False Beliefs, Anger, Hatred, Fear, and especially Greed...

... and lead us to the Time of Enlightenment, Awareness, Health, Happiness, and Freedom from the oppression of the Ultra Rich Lizard Mind Control
The Ultra Rich want to keep the public addicted to cigarettes, and then addicted to street drugs, they want them to live in fear of indictment, live in fear of not fitting in, needing to conform for approval. They feed stupidity with unequal education, keeping the poor masses stupid and addicted to whatever takes away the frustration of knowing that the system will not give them a chance at happiness. The masses are asleep and the ultra rich do not want the messenger to wake them.

There are three, man made things that threaten human existence.

1. The Synthetic Chemical Companies, and
2. The Judgementalness of the Human Mind
3. The stupidity and conformity of people to not know that they are being duped, they conform blindly. They believe the discrimination of free thinkers in the media

Judgmental big minds that lead to fear anger and mindless violence.
Big minds use envy to make themselves better...

ENVY

Small Petty Minds often with ulterior motives of jealousy or greed will envy the Angel. This envy can turn to anger, hate and other negativity. The Angel is just a messenger. Let's debate the message and reduce the negativity so the World can change. Positively use the envy constructively.

Small minds use envy to tear others down
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Jack the Ripper
versus
Desiré at the Paris
Moulin Rouge

I THINK
I AM
www.i-amfilms.com
FILMS
Rev. 20:1-2

I saw an Angel come down from heaven, having the key of the bottomless pit and a great chain in his hand, and he laid hold of the dragon, that serpent, that lizard, the Devil, the Satan and bound him for a thousand years”

The prophecy of the Angel (Maitreya, the Hero Twins, the Hermes, etc) as the messenger that binds the lizard and stops the greed, penetrates almost all religions. The time line of 2012 and the implications of impending doom are surfacing over and over again. This movie bring all of the prophecies of revelations and elsewhere to life. The oracles and foretelling are all brought to reality in this movie. This is an exciting story of the Anti-Christ, Jesus, the Angel, Raphael, the Ark Angels, the Devil, all are players in the ultimate story of the future of mankind. This story has been foretold for thousands of years. Desiré has made thirty movies that precede this story as one great chain or miniseries all cascading into this climactic story.
“The true story of Dr. Nelson’s great great grandmother’s diary of the family’s wagon train trip from Kansas to Oregon in 1888, it is not a spaghetti western it is a Paprika western, the first fully Hungarian funded and produced western”
When I was able to prove that synthetic drugs are incompatible with the body using QED, I became very very unpopular with the chemical company cartel (Big Pharma). I am recognized as one of the leading Bio-Electronic engineers alive today. My books, patents and articles on energetic medicine have prompted me to be nominated for the Nobel Prize in Medicine for decades. I was able to use QED as a basis for medicine to assay and treat the body. This incredible technological advancement of measuring and correcting the body electric in a cybernetic loop is one of the greatest achievements of mankind. But this is a drugless therapy. And the drug companies do not want to take a back seat in medicine. So they got their small petty minds to start a slur campaign against me. The writers used such bad journalism and gave no chance for a retort. Quack Watch does not believe in using nutrition or natural medicine. One of the FDA officials said “Everyone in the world realizes that stress reduction helps disease, but You will have a hard time convincing the FDA of that” one of the House of Representatives of the USA said that there is no such thing as energy in the body.

Intelligent people have seen through the slur. Intelligent people have called and asked for answers to questions. Intelligent people will see that any article written from spite and not truth is just an attempt to slur and twist the truth to protect the Drug company profits. Intelligent people will think and listen to both sides. IMUNE web site has the research, the articles, the books, and the incredible expansive, well researched, verified truth of energetic medicine. The drug companies are afraid of this Angel. Scientists fear losing their careers and they fear Big Money. Medical Doctors are afraid to take a stand against Big Money. Everyone has Cartel phobia. But the Angel must fight this and find a way to defeat Avarice. The Angel must defeat the small petty minds of the Big Money slaves. The angel must end degenerative disease, the Angel must make the scientists see the powers of the mind through QED, the Angel must defeat the greedy selfish powers of Big Money, or all is lost.
PERSECUTION

As prophesied the Angel will be aggrieved and persecuted before reaching the people. The Seattle Times, CBS, NBC and many others attacked the angel with lies, rumors innuendos, and just poor journalism. The article goes on to say that my high heels are too high. And some of the mindless public believe anything. Two people with advanced cancer bought the device to help cure them. They did not have the device long enough to counter the effects of their chemo- and radio therapy. The media twisted these two cases. All attempts to offer an honest retort were not allowed. Any kind of truth is prohibited by today’s media.

After twenty years of selling over 27,000 medical devices, legally registered in over 13 countries, over two hundred published peer reviewed medical double blind studies, over 60 books, 50 movies, there is not one recorded case of anyone being significantly hurt. And yet FDA protected SInthetic drugs are killing millions every year, FDA protected cigarettes are killing multi-millions, and FDA encouraged Big Sugar is killing maybe more. There are now over 500 articles of the failure of the FDA on the internet and around the world today.
Why? They protect Big Money in America. Not people.

A legal, safe, effective non-drug therapy of a modern concept of science and medicine the body electric might interfere with drug companies’ profits. The muck raking media and the drug companies brought in their junk yard dog, the FDA. My American passport has been revoked. The powers of Big money have pressured everyone they can to attack me. But my legal rights to a hearing might save the planet. This book might wake you the reader up to read the retorts, look at the truth, and judge for yourself. Angel or Devil?? You can only decide by hearing the message.
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THIS IS YOUR GAY WEATHER MAN BRINGING YOU THE GAY WEATHER MAN MAN O’ MAN

FORECAST: (OR SHOULD I SAY FOREPLAY) IT’S GOING TO START RAINING MEN

From the movie the “BIG HEAD”, the comical documentary about life and choices
Your life is a sham
if you can’t say
I AM WHAT I AM

Small Minds try to impose Labels and Judgements. The media does this to shorten their work and produce sensationalism. Our Arrogant Petty Society denies us choice and freedom by forcing and imposing labels and stereotypes.

Until our society accepts diversity, multiplicity, variance, difference, and free changing choice, we will wallow in destructive separatist xenophobia. To be free to choose and express positive ideas and conceptions, should be the basis for our society. It was the basis of our forefathers law by the small petty lizard brains.

Let us return to the basis idea of freedom of choice and expression. Jesus taught us to ‘Judge Not’. Let us return to Jesus’s teachings...
Great Spirits get Incredible Resistance from Mediocre Minds

Small Petty Minds hate to see a Powerful Alive and Free Intellect.

Small Minds often become bureaucrats so they can compensate for their insecurities.

They hate thinking big words like holistic, international, freedom the powers of the mind, the powers of the spirit.

These concepts scare them and they use every rationalization technique available to deny, twist, detract, divert, degrade, and discourage all from thinking big.

Their favorite technique is to shoot the messenger.

Desiré has proven the powers of the mind, the failure of synthetic drugs and many many more false beliefs.